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Scrum is a framework for iterative, incremental development using cross-functional,
self-managing teams. It is built on industry best practices, lean thinking, and empirical
process control.
Scrum is optimized for high yield product management and product development.
Scrum is particularly appropriate for high risk, complex, large projects and can be used
when other parts of the endeavor are hardware or even waterfall development.
If waterfall suits current needs, continue using it.
An enterprise can use Scrum as a tool to become the best product development and
management organization in its market. Scrum will highlight every deficiency and
impediment that the enterprise has so the enterprise can fix them and change into such
an organization.
Whenever an enterprise modifies or only partially implements Scrum, it is hiding or
obscuring one or more dysfunctionalities that restrict its competence in product
development and management.
The iterative, incremental nature of Scrum puts stress on the product development
organization to improve its engineering skills and on the product management
organization to optimize the return on investment of every release and project. The
phrase, “That can’t be done here” really means that it will be very difficult to do so. The
gap between current practices and target practices is a measure of incompetence and
competitive risk.
The use of Scrum to become an optimized product development and management
organization is a change process that must be led from the top and requires change by
everyone within the enterprise. Change is extremely difficult and fraught with conflict,
and may take many years of sustained effort. Turnover of staff and management can be
expected.
The most serious impediments to using Scrum are habits of waterfall, predictive
thinking over the last twenty to thirty years; these have spawned command and control
management, belief that demanding something will make it happen, and the willingness
of development to cut quality to meet dates. These are inbred habits that we aren’t even
aware of anymore.
The focus of using Scrum is the change from old habits to new ways of doing business.
Scrum is not implemented or rolled-out as a process; it is used to foment change.
Scrum is not a methodology that needs enhancing. That is how we got into trouble in
the first place, thinking that the problem was not having a perfect methodology. Effort
centers on the changes in the enterprise that is needed.
Iterative, incremental development is much harder than waterfall development;
everything that was hard in waterfall engineering practices now has to be done every
iteration, and this is incredibly hard. It is not impossible, but has to be worked toward
over time.
Managing a release or project to deliver only the highest value functionality and not
deliver the rest optimizes value [and] is the job of product management and customers.
Self-managing teams are extremely productive. When they work closely with the
customer to derive the best solution to a need, they and the customer are even more
productive.
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A team consists of people under pressure to do their best. Conflict is natural and the
team needs to know how to deal with the conflict and have resources to draw on when
needed.
The role of an enterprises management changes from telling people what to do to
leading and helping everyone do their best to achieve goals. People aren’t resources and
managers aren’t bosses.

